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Developing creative practice across the Visual and Applied Arts 2019 – 2020
Raising the Bar offers students studying at further education the chance to gain
a wider experience of the visual and applied arts. Alongside their current studies, they will experience several master classes held at Mission Gallery and
Swansea College of Art, UWTSD. The students will expand their creative practice by enjoying access to outstanding facilities, processes and technical workshops.
Participants will be given the opportunity to work alongside professional artists
and designers in a series of Saturday master classes, across a wide range of
specialist Art and Design areas. Through this exploration Raising the Bar hopes
to support and encourage these young people, in becoming the artists and designers of our future.
Raising the Bar is available for more able and talented students in Swansea and
Neath Port Talbot studying at Further Education level (BTEC, A & A/S Level).
Information for Teachers
The programme includes:
Taking place from October onwards, the programme includes five master class
workshops led by professional Artists and Designers:
These may be in such areas as:
Film & Animation, Photography, Drawing & Printmaking, Textile Design, Jewellery and Glass, Ceramics, Product Design and Illustration.
Working with professional facilities at Mission Gallery, Swansea College of Art
UWTSD along with visiting other creative studios, galleries and colleges further
afield.
There will also be invitations for participants to take part in residency’s and
commissions. Notably each year one Raising the Bar student will receive the
opportunity to have his/her own studio over the summer at Elysium Studios.
This is all centered on inspiring discussion and extending the participants future
creative practice and careers.
The programme also includes study trips to cities such as Cardiff, Bristol and
London. In years previously our participants visited Spike Island Open, Central
Saint Martin’s Summer Exhibitions, as well as New Designers in London.

As a final outcome, the students will exhibit the work created during the master classes as part of Mission Gallery’s exhibition programme. This is a great
opportunity to experience the curation and execution of an exhibition within a
professional gallery space.
All materials are provided. Each participant will receive a Raising the Bar certificate on completion that can be included in further education portfolios, as
well as a Mission Gallery ‘Art Materials Kit’ to support them on their time
throughout the programme and beyond.
Interviews/Portfolio viewings
Schools
We welcome all enthusiastic students and the chance to examine their portfolios. If you have any students you would like to put forward, or who are interested in this opportunity please get in contact to organise an interview/portfolio viewing. Through this process we will determine whether a place will be
made available to them. If desired, we can also provide students with an insight into the interview process at higher education level.
Individuals
Please contact us during September to organise an interview/portfolio viewing at Mission Gallery.
Interviews/portfolio viewings will take place during September with students
being notified of their results by the end of the month. Successful students
will also receive a Raising the Bar timetable, notifying them of their master
classes beginning from Mid October 2019 onwards.

The programme has a fee of £40 which participants will be asked to pay on acceptance of their place. Although there is a small bursary available to those
who are unable to meet the fee- please inform us if this is the case.
If you have any questions, please email or phone Mission Gallery:
megan@missiongallery.co.uk. We will contact all applicants by 30th September
with the results of their application.
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